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Abstract—Technical debt in software development is a
common problem that is overlooked by many development
teams. This debt can be generated from a variety of reasons,
including time pressure and complexity in software. Technical
debt in simple terms is when a simple and less optimized
solution is carried out in order to gain short term benefits,
which leads to refactoring and reworking code later on, costing
both time and money. The issue is present in both big,
established companies and small startups, and is the reason
why many of these small startups never get enough economic
grip before debt catch up and they go bankrupt. This paper
aims to address this problem by exploring how continuous
practices including DevOps could help resolve this issue by
adopting the right approaches into the software development
cycle and workflow. So as to collect information about these
topics, a systematic literature review has been conducted,
covering both positive and negative impacts these practices can
have on technical debt. The findings will present the current
practices used to manage and reduce the accumulation of
technical debt, if and how these approaches can be used to
reduce already existing technical debt and which of these
practices that have the biggest impact on technical debt. The
paper concludes that there’s potential for continuous practices
including DevOps to possibly reduce technical debt if applied
appropriately
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I.

INTRODUCTION

There are many activities required in a software
development process, and unfortunately, many of these
crucial activities don’t go hand in hand for a variety of
reasons like communication, outsourcing and different
groups of employees handling the different operations [1].
These authors explain that, in order to streamline these
activities, exploring continuous practices might be a useful
approach. These practices also allow developers to provide
the consumers with a continuous stream of products and
updates [2]. The authors also expand on the idea that these
approaches can allow teams and developers to deploy
changes without depending on each other. Even though the
term in itself is rather new, approaches like continuous
integration are already heavily adopted in open source
projects and industry settings [3]. Ståhl et al [4] conducted a

study back in 2019 where they interviewed consultants,
asking questions about the relationship between commits and
complexity in software. Eleven out of twelve participants
agreed that there was, in fact, a relationship between the two
factors. Two of the participants actually claimed that a high
frequency of smaller commits would result in higher
complexity, and that it’s the bigger changes in general that
lead to reduced technical debt and more efficiency.
Technical debt as a term has been utilized for describing
different kinds of issues in software development regarding
everything from building a system to deployment. The term
was first coined by Ward Cunningham in 1992, cited in [5].
In a nutshell, technical debt can describe the extra work you
have to do as a result from choosing an easy and poorly
optimized solution to achieve short-term benefits which will
increase cost over time. Kruchten et al. [5] believe that
technical debt is a result of scheduling pressure, and that
design and testing gets a lower priority than maybe it should.
In a time where software systems and development get
steadily more complex, this complexity can result in
technical debt, increasing development time and lowering
the quality of the product [6]. While practices like
Continuous Planning could resolve some of these issues [1].
The problem at hand might be too big to tackle without a
complete rework of the traditional workflow. In 2010, the
global technical debt was estimated to be close to 500 billion
USD and was expected to double in the span of only five
years [7]. Furthermore, the authors also explain that the lack
of academic understanding of the term could be one of the
reasons why this is such a difficult challenge to overcome.
Ten years after, there is currently an increasing and fertile
research community on Technical Debt and tools and
solutions are reported widely in the literature.
With continuous software engineering, developers are
able to deliver software at high paces [8]. The cornerstone of
continuous software engineering is the use of automation by
means of new practices and tools in the overall software
process [9]. In other words, continuous software engineering
aims at accelerating and increasing the efficiency of the
whole software process by means of creating and
establishing strong links among software engineering
activities [10].
In order to expand its repercussions, continuous practices
went beyond the conventional software development limits
to touch operations too. Thus, DevOps represents a nonstop

amalgamation between development and operations. DevOps
proficiently mixes software development including delivery,
as well as operations in a fluid and lean way [11]. Therefore,
DevOps assimilates a panoply of techniques targeting to
decrease software production and delivery times; these
techniques include continuous deployment or continuous
monitoring [12]. This is crucial for developers and quality
assurance professionals, benefiting from real data on the
development of new products and features [13].
Consequently, DevOps can be see as a culture shift; and this
change is based on a close collaboration to be built and
maintained among operations, quality assurance and
development [11].
The concept of DevOps surfaced in 2009 and describes a
process in which operations and software developers work
near one another in order to release software often and learn
from the end users based on their experiences [14]. A study
from 2019 explored how DevOps works in practice and did a
case study on five companies in order to get insight as to
how this affects their work. As a result of their study, the
authors concluded that DevOps could speed up changes in
the software, fixing of bugs and general handling of the
production [15]. With practices like DevOps and the other
continuous practices, a reduction in technical debt might be
feasible. At the time this is written, and to the authors’ best
knowledge, there is currently no systematic literature reviews
looking into the connection between these practices and
technical debt, but the topics themselves have some research
dedicated to them, mostly case studies and interviews. The
lack of research calls for more work to be done in order to
explore if and how continuous practices could be beneficial
for businesses to adopt in order to reduce technical debt.
This paper will follow the structure of a systematic
literature review, and the methodology will be described in
section II. The search results will be presented in section III,
before we present our findings in section IV, and finally
wrapping things up with a conclusion in section V.
II.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This section is dedicated to the description of the
methodology and the gathering of information in this study.
A. Systematic literature review
In the process of looking for resources, authors found a
good amount of papers covering DevOps, specific
continuous practices and technical debt, but the topics were
mostly discussed independently and rarely in conjunction to
each other. This is one of the reasons why authors decided to
proceed with a systematic literature review (SLR). SLRs
entail taking a deep dive into existing academic literature on
a topic, while evaluating and interpreting said content [16].
One strength of a SLR is that it covers a wide aspect of
research with different settings and methods, which means
that we can back up the findings if the results are similar in
the different kind of studies. There are two main phases of a
SLR, planning the review and conducting the review, both
with their sub-phases. The main idea of the first phase is to
identify the need for the research to be conducted in the first
place and the methods that will be used to fulfill this need.

The second phase starts with gathering of available research,
selection of the most relevant studies and the quality of these
studies, before lastly analyzing the data. To the authors
knowledge, there is no existing literature reviews on these
topics in the same setting.
B. Research questions
So as to accomplish the objective of the study presented
in this paper, three research questions have been formulated:
RQ1: What are the reported effects of continuous
practices and DevOps with regards to technical debt?
RQ2: Could continuous practices and DevOps help
reduce already existing technical debt?
RQ3: Which practices within the boundaries of DevOps
and continuous practices have an impact on technical debt?
C. Review protocol
The review protocol contains the tasks required to best
answer the research questions, which will be covered in the
following sections. The first step is selecting the scientific
databases, followed by the search strategy and study
selection.
D. Data source
In order to find relevant and reliable sources, the author
have selected the following scientific databases:
•
ScienceDirect (http://www.sciencedirect.com)
•
IEEE
Xplore
Digital
Library
(http://ieeexplore.ieee.org)
•
Springer Link (http://link.springer.com)
•
ACM Digital Library (http://dl.acm.org)
These databases were selected because that they are
considered the most important databases in computing as a
research field. Apart from that, they are available using
institutional access schemas in authors’ institution. The
retrieval of information was executed by authors at the first
quarter of 2020 in the above-mentioned databases. Zotero
was used to support the process using its features of paper
storage but also to dodge duplications.
E. E. Search strategy
Since the goal of this work is to find a response for the
three research questions, the keywords used for the search
are based on these questions. Authors use Boolean operators
(AND & OR) to build the search string: AND for
concatenation of expressions and terms and OR to include
alternative spellings or words [17]. The search string used
are the same in all databases, and is as follows:
("Technical Debt") AND ("Continuous Integration" OR
"Continuous Deployment" OR "Continuous Delivery" OR
"DevOps" OR "Continuous Practices" OR "Continuous
Software Engineering")
The search string was modified and tested with different
variations and numbers of “continuous activities”. This string
covers important results of the literature while keeping the
number of results to a feasible number of articles.

F. Search process
The resources are all from the four databases stated
above. The results were processed in three steps. Firstly, all
the results from the databases were gathered. Secondly, all
the titles, abstracts and keywords of all the articles were all
read through to check relevance to the topic. Lastly, all of the
most relevant articles were read in its entirety and included
in the paper. The results can be found in section III.
G. Study inclusion and exclusion
To filter the results and decide which papers to keep and
not to keep, a set of criteria for inclusion and exclusion of
papers were applied.
•
Inclusion criteria:
o
Literature presenting current practices used to
reduce technical debt
o
Literature focusing on technical debt and either
continuous practices, DevOps or both
o
Literature discussing the benefits of continuous
practices
o
Literature discussing the direct connection between
technical debt and continuous practices and/or DevOps
•
Exclusion criteria
o
Papers that does not have technical debt, DevOps or
continuous practices as the main focus.
o
Books will be excluded.
o
Papers not written in English.
o
Papers that are inaccessible.
III.

SEARCH EXECUTION

In this section authors present the results of the
aforementioned search process. The literature search ended
on Friday the 13th of March 2020.
TABLE I.

Source

SEARCH RESULTS FROM THE FOUR DATABASES

Initial result

Title,
abstract &
keywords

Full text

ScienceDirect

78

10

7

IEEE
Springer

104
194

12
10

6
4

ACM
Total

134
510

13
45

6
23

IV.

FINDINGS

RQ1: What are the reported effects of Continuous
practices and DevOps with regards to technical debt?
In 2011, a workshop took place at the International
Conference on Software Engineering, with a goal of getting
a better understanding of how technical debt could be
managed [18]. In the report of the conference, a work by
John Heintz was cited. Heintz is the owner of a consulting
company called Gist Labs, provided a presentation on their
current situation on maintenance and quality of code in
regard to technical debt. He mentioned that businesses
commonly spend too much time checking code manually,
and that continuous integration combined with static analysis

could reduce technical debt by making the process more
autonomous. With continuous integration, one could be able
to discover errors and duplicate code earlier by having
repeatable tests [19]
A systematic approach named continuous refactoring
describes a process where the goal is to always keep the code
base at a satisfactory level of quality [20]. This concept was
explored through an experiment conducted on several
development teams. They explain that continuous refactoring
is done by continuously repaying the technical debt before it
builds up to a critical level. This does not only work as
damage control, but the authors also explain that the team
managers had enough knowledge to communicate better with
the developers and optimize old solutions rather than
working on new ones in situations where this was necessary.
One of the negatively reported practices in relation to
technical debt is continuous release (or continuous
deployment), or rapid releasing, which simply enough means
releasing features and updates on weekly, daily or sometimes
even hourly cycles [21]. Continuous release will often result
in extremely tight schedules, less time for testing and relies
on the users being willing to update frequently. Although all
of the above could cause technical debt according to Mäntylä
et al. [21], they also mentioned that Linux and FreeBSD
projects worked around this by having regular updates, but
no deadlines for certain tasks.
RQ2: Could continuous practices and DevOps help
reduce already existing technical debt?
While most literature discuss continuous practices as
approaches to prevent technical debt from building up,
there’s not a lot of discussion about whether or not it could
decrease already existing technical debt. However,
continuous analysis is mentioned as a tool to get a better
overview of existing technical debt and how it impacts the
developments process [22]. This way, the development team
can work together to assess the situation and act to keep the
debt at a manageable level. As mentioned in RQ1,
continuous refactoring is when the technical debt is
continuously repaid. One of the issues with the refactoring
approach is that fixing old solutions are not always easy and
requires experienced developers as well as a lot of time [20],
which means that figuring out when the right moment to
devote time and developers to doing this is crucial.
Therefore, continuous analysis and continuous refactoring
could potentially work really well together.
Even though continuous deployment could cause
scheduling issues and high pressure as mentioned in RQ1,
there are also benefits of adopting the hectic approach.
Refactoring and improvement to the code based on errors
and production incidents can be handled a lot earlier and
more quickly as a result of frequent feedback from both end
users and automated test procedures [23], effectively
decreasing the technical debt as it builds up. Yli-Huumo et
al. [20] also suggests adopting a portfolio approach in
addition to continuous refactoring to handle the technical
debt more systematically. This would be done by collecting
all cases of technical debt into a list, making it easier to
control.

RQ3: Which practices within the boundaries of
DevOps and continuous practices have an impact on
technical debt?
Continuous integration is mentioned in several studies
[24][25] to pose a beneficial impact in technical debt
management. This approach also allows developers to
integrate modules of a complex system more often, which
can avoid technical debt by not making integration more
complex as the modules don’t vary to much [26]. However,
continuous integration requires automated testing in order to
increase efficiency [27]. Ågren et al. also discusses how
continuous deployment is a natural extension of continuous
integration, and that these two approaches combined both
improve the quality of whatever product is being developed,
as well as decreasing the time it takes for the product to
touch the customers. Even though the effects of these
practices are positive if executed properly and with care, they
aren’t free of risks. As more completed builds of a product
are being released, validation and tailoring the product for its
purpose gets more difficult and increases the risk of work
being wasted as the focus often gets shifted towards the
technology rather than the users input [28]. It is challenging
to prevent any form of technical debt during a development
process, but by adopting continuous integration, the technical
debt can be massively prevented if the correct automated
tests are in place [29].
Another
impactful
approach
is
continuous
experimentation. This is a trending practice among the
industry giants such as Microsoft and allows for companies
to gather test data from a fraction of their users by using
traditional techniques like A/B testing earlier in the
development process to help decide whether to keep working
on a specific functionality or rework it before releasing it to
the public [30].Technical debt stemming from the source
code or poor experimentation logic will also often be
avoided using traffic routing as part of the process, where
you run multiple versions of the application in parallel [31].
A downside to this approach is resource consumption, as
bandwidth and CPU usage among other things increase
while doing experiments.
V.

(RQ1). There are several more practices in the realm of
continuous practices that could affect the technical debt as
well, but these aren’t being discussed as much in the
literature. While approaches like continuous release may
increase efficiency, it might have a negative impact on
technical debt due to high amounts of stress and little time
for testing.
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